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Credit Listening
Marking Scheme
Q

Marks

1.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient



Is mad/crazy/fanatical about/loves (all)
sports/he’s a sports fanatic
OR
likes/is a fan of all sports



He is a gymnast/does gymnastics



He has been doing this sport since he
was 5 years old/he’s been training/
practising since he was 5 years old

Unacceptable

Very sporty

He’s been doing sport since he was
5

For 5 years
He’s been doing practical sports

(2 from 3)
NB He’s been doing gymnastics/he’s been a
gymnast since the age of 5 = 2 marks

2.

2



Parents encouraged/used to encourage
him to do/play sport(s)/encouraged
sport(s)



He had too much/lots of energy/he was
very/too energetic

Encourage
Made him do sport

His parents thought that
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Has too much energy
Is full of energy

Q

Marks

3.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient



It is hard/tough/difficult (work) but
essential/necessary

Long
He has to work hard



(Normally he trains/practises) 4 hours per
day

Constantly/all the time/always



(The week) before/if/when he has a
competition he does extra/more (hours in
the gym)

Unacceptable

4 times a day

Spends all his/the time/all week

(2 from 3)

4.

2



He cannot eat what he wants/likes/he
watches/has to be careful about what he
eats

He has to eat healthily

He cannot eat junk food
He has to eat fruit and vegetables



He has to eat/needs meals/dishes/food
which are rich/high in protein/with a lot of
protein
OR
It’s rich/high in protein/it has/contains a lot
of protein

He eats protein

Drinks
Rich protein
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5.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient



(To win/get at least) 3 medals/(he
wants/hopes to get) 3 medals



To do his best/as well as he can



To make his parents proud/his parents
will be proud of him/his results

Any specific medal
Earn

To see him

(2 from 3)

6.

2

Unacceptable



Spend a few/some/a couple of days with
friends

Some time



Relax/rest

To take a break



Play video/computer games

Play on the computer
(2 from 3)
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Family
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7.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient

Unacceptable

 She’s studying languages

She’s studying English/the language

 (She will have the opportunity/occasion) to
improve/perfect/get better at her
English/learn more English

Practise
Learn
To perfect her/the language

To be perfect in English

8. (a)

1



(Visit/go to) the/a transport museum

(b)

1



She’s doing a project on/learning
about/studying/doing the history of
cars/the car (for/at school)

She’s interested in the history of
cars

History project on cars
Historical cars
College

2



Cruise/sail/go on a boat (trip)
on/up/down/along the/a river/Thames

Go on/along the river

Across the river
Canal



Go round/do a tour of/see/visit/go to (the
pretty) parks/public gardens

9.

Botanic gardens
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10.

3

11.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient



You can’t visit London without going
shopping/doing/going around/to the shops
OR
(There are) lots of/plenty of/it is full of
clothes shops



(The shops are/it is) cheaper than (in)
France/it is more expensive in France

Better



Great/wide/huge/vast/exceptional
choice/selection/variety

The shopping is exceptional

 They live (very) near/close to the city/town
centre

Unacceptable

Cheap
Expensive
Great Britain

Next to

 Won’t have to pay for a hotel/won’t have a
hotel bill

Won’t have to pay (to stay/for
accommodation/room(s))

 Aunt will make/cook/prepare (all) their/the
meals/aunt will cook/do the cooking

Won’t have to pay for meals

(2 from 3)
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It’s cheaper than a hotel

Q
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12.

2

Acceptable

Irrelevant/Insufficient

 The opening (ceremony/show/event)/the
ceremony before the Games/the starting
ceremony

Unacceptable

The first event
The torch ceremony

 (Buy tickets for/go to) the last/final day of
(competition in) athletics

Running

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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